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Abstrat By means of population synthesis we model the Galati ensemble of helium stars. It is
assumed that all helium stars are formed in binaries. Under this assumption, single helium stars are produed
by the mergers of helium remnants of omponents of lose binaries (mainly, by merging helium white dwarfs)
and by disruption of binaries with helium omponents in supernovae explosions. The estimate of the total
birthrate of helium stars in the Galaxy is 0.043 yr−1, their total number is estimated as 4 × 106. The
rate of binarity in the total sample is 76%. We onstrut a subsample of low-mass (MHe . 2M⊙) helium
stars limited by observational seletion effets: stellar magnitude (VHe ≤ 16), ratio of stellar magnitudes of
omponents in binaries (VHe ≤ Vcomp), lower limit of the semiamplitude of radial veloity that is neessary
for disovery of binarity (Kmin = 30 km/s). The parameters of this observable sample are in satisfatory
agreement with the parameters of the observed ensemble of sdB stars. In partiular, in the seletion-limited
sample binarity rate is 58%. We analyze the relations between orbital periods and masses of helium stars
and their ompanions in systems with different ombinations of omponents. We expet that overwhelming
majority (∼ 90%) of unobserved omponents in binary sdB stars are white dwarfs, predominantly, arbon-
oxygen ones.
1 Introdution
The aim of the present paper is investigation of nondegenerate helium stars. Among observed objets they
are represented by two groups  helium subdwarfs and Wolf-Rayet stars (WR). The interest to helium
stars is enhaned by the fat that they are related to the stars of another groups: AM CVn stars, R CrB
stars, double-degenerates (possible progenitors of type Ia supernovae). The most massive helium stars are
progenitors of type Ib and I supernovae. The optial omponent of one of the most remarkable X-ray
soures  Cyg X-3 is a helium star. Among stars with spetrosopially determined masses the most massive
is the lose binary WR 20a; both omponents of this system are helium stars withM ∼ 80M⊙ (Rauw et al.,
2004, 2005).
Helium subdwarfs are subdivided into three groups: sdB stars that have hydrogen-rih atmospheres,
sdO stars with atmospheres dominated by helium, and an intermediate group of sdOB stars. The masses of
helium subdwarfs that are usually derived from their loation in the effetive temperature logTeff  effetive
gravity log g diagram, are lose to 0.5M⊙ (Heber, 1986; Saffer et al., 1994).
These estimates are onsistent with masses determined for omponents of elipsing systems that range
from 0.48M⊙ to 0.54M⊙ (see Drehsel et al. (2001) and referenes therein) and with masses obtained from
asteroseismologial data: 0.49±0.02M⊙ (PG0014+067 (Brassard et al., 2001)), 0.47M⊙ (Feige 48 (Reed et al.,
2004)). One has to have in mind, however, that the evolutionary traks of numerous low-mass (Mwd .
0.3M⊙) helium white dwarfs in the stage of ontration of their hydrogen envelopes, also ross the region of
the logTeff  log g diagram populated by helium subdwarfs. Respetively, some of the stars that are lassi-
fied as subdwarfs may happen to be not helium stars but relatively hot helium white dwarfs. For instane,
the mass of HD188112 that is lassified as sdB is 0.24M⊙ only, i. e., it is a preursor of a helium white
dwarf (Heber et al., 2003a). As another example of unertainty one may onsider HS2333+3927: position
of this star in the log Teff  log g diagram satisfies both traks of a 0.29M⊙ white dwarf and of a 0.47M⊙
helium star with a thin hydrogen envelope (Heber et al., 2004).
The lower limit to the range of masses of WR stars is ≃ 7M⊙ (Nugis & Lamers, 2000). However,
aording to the modern theory of the evolution of lose binary stars, mass spetrum of helium stars has to
be ontinuous. It is possible that the WR phenomenon is observed for stars with mass & 7M⊙ only, beause
for mass-luminosity relation typial for the lower mass stars radial pulsations that may result in generation
of shok waves that produe dense enough stellar wind are not exited (see, e. g., Fadeyev & Novikova
(2003)).
There are several hannels for prodution of helium stars. Stars with ZAMS masses exeeding ∼
50M⊙ turn into WR stars due to stellar wind mass loss (Conti, 1979). It is possible that single stars
and omponents of wide binaries of moderate mass may almost ompletely lose their hydrogen envelopes
immediately before helium flash or during the latter (Cox & Salpeter, 1961; D'Cruz et al., 1996). In lose
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binaries, stars with helium ores and thin hydrogen envelopes form due to the mass loss after Rohe lobe
overflow (Kippenhahn & Weigert, 1967; Pazynski, 1967). Single helium stars may form due to the merger
of helium white dwarfs or nondegenerate helium stars in lose binaries (Tutukov & Yungelson, 1990; Iben,
1990; Saio & Jeffery, 2000).
The main senarios for formation of low-mass lose binaries were onsidered by Iben & Tutukov (1985);
Tutukov & Yungelson (1990); Iben (1990); Han et al. (2002, 2003). In partiular, it has been shown that
the loation of helium remnants of omponents of lose binaries and of the produts of their merger and
their evolutionary traks in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram and in the logTeff − log g diagram well fit
observations (Iben, 1990; Han et al., 2002, 2003). Han et al. have onsidered in detail the relations between
different formation hannels and have shown that, if seletion effets are taken into aount, it is possible
to explain the main parameters of observed helium subdwarfs.
In the present paper, by means of population synthesis, we onstrut a model of the ensemble of Galati
helium stars and analyze the properties of its low-mass subsystem (i.e., of helium subdwarfs). We apply
the population synthesis ode used by Tutukov & Yungelson (2002). At differene to Han et al. (2002,
2003), we ompare with observations a subset of model stars limited by stellar magnitude, sine suh a
limit exists for the main atalog of hot subdwarfs PG (Green et al., 1986). We pay main attention to some
aspets of binarity of hot subdwarfs, in partiular, to the distribution of the pairs of subdwarfs with different
ompanions over orbital periods.
Massive helium stars and the produts of their evolution are onsidered in the next paper of the series
(Paper II).
In Set. 2 we desribe the basi assumptions used in the population synthesis ode that are immediately
relevant to the modeling of formation of helium stars. The main results are presented in Set. 3. Disussion
follows in Set. 4.
2 Population synthesis for binary stars
Both high- and low-mass helium stars are formed when one of the omponents of a lose binary system
overflows its Rohe lobe in the hydrogen shell burning stage (Kippenhahn & Weigert, 1967; Pazynski,
1967) (in the o alled ase B of mass exhange). In the population synthesis ode we have the following
assumptions relevant to the mass exhange in ase B.
Components of lose binaries with ZAMS masses Mi < 2.8M⊙ form degenerate helium dwarfs. Com-
ponents of lose binaries that initially had mass higher than 2.8M⊙ (or aumulated that muh mass as
a result of mass exhange) produe nondegenerate helium stars. The mass of the latter is related to Mi
by the following approximation to the results of evolutionary omputations (Tytukov & Yungelson, 1973;
Iben & Tutukov, 1985):
MHe/M⊙ = max(0.066(Mi/M⊙)
1.54, 0.082(Mi/M⊙)
1.4). (1)
Equation (1) gives the minimum mass of helium stars lose to 0.35M⊙, in a reasonable agreement with
results of more detailed evolutionary omputations (Han et al., 2000). We neglet the dependene of the
mass of helium remnant on the instane of the Rohe lobe overflow that is not very signifiant in the ase
B of mass exhange.
Based on the results of evolutionary omputations (Tutukov & Yungelson, 1973; Iben & Tutukov,
1985), we approximated the lifetime of stars in the region of Hertzsprung-Russell diagram populated by
helium stars as
log THe =
{
7.15− 3.7 log(MHe/M⊙) for MHe ≤ 1M⊙,
7.15− 3.7 log(MHe/M⊙) + 2.23[log(MHe/M⊙)]
1.37
for MHe > 1M⊙.
(2)
Stellar wind mass loss in the main-sequene stage is desribed by initial-final mass relations (Vanbeveren,
1991):
Mf =
{
Mi − 0.00128M
2.5
i for Mi ≤ 30M⊙,
1.77M0.763i for Mi > 30M⊙.
(3)
It is assumed that in the ore-hydrogen burning stage the stars with ZAMS mass in exess of 50M⊙
lose by stellar wind so muh matter that they beome helium stars immediately after ompletion of main-
sequene stage and never fill Rohe lobes. Thus, only helium stars with mass & 27M⊙ may be produts of
the evolution of single stars or of omponents of wide binaries.
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Mass loss by helium stars withMHe ≥ 5M⊙ is desribed by the following approximation to the observed
mass-loss rates by WR-stars (see ompilation by Nugis & Lamers (2000)):
M˙He = min(1.38× 10
−8(MHe/M⊙)
2.87, 10−4)M⊙/yr. (4)
The analytial expression in Eq. (4) is suggested by Nelemans & van den Heuvel (2001). The slope of the
M˙He(MHe) relation hanges at MHe ≈ 22.1M⊙.
Some signs of the existene of stellar wind are suspeted for several hot subdwarfs only (Heber et al.,
2003b); applying the model of radiative stellar wind, Vink (2004) estimated the rate of mass loss as M˙ ∼
10−11M⊙/yr. Taking into aount the lifetime of helium stars one may laim that the only effet that suh
a mass loss may have upon evolution of hot subdwarfs is the loss of the remainders of hydrogen envelope
and, possibly, hange of the hemial omposition of the subdwarf atmosphere.
Helium stars with initial mass Mi = 2.8 ÷ 5M⊙ do not expand after helium exhaustion in their ores
and beome arbon-oxygen white dwarfs remaining ompat. If Mi = (5 − 11.6)M⊙, helium stars finish
their evolution as arbon-oxygen white dwarfs after expansion in the helium-shell burning stage and repeated
Rohe lobe overflow that is aompanied by an insignifiant mass loss (Iben & Tutukov, 1985).
Stars with ZAMS mass Mi = 11.6÷ 30M⊙ produe neutron stars with MNS = 1.4M⊙. Initially more
massive stars end their lives as blak holes. Formation of blak holes is aompanied by the loss of 20% of
the presupernova mass. It is assumed that supernovae explosions are spherially symmetri, i. e., nasent
neutron stars and blak holes do not get kiks (see detailed disussion in Paper II).
Stars with Mi ≤ 11.6M⊙ that overflow Rohe lobe in the AGB stage (ase C of mass exhange)
produe white dwarfs; the mass of the latter depends on the instane of Rohe lobe overflow. More massive
stars produe neutron stars or blak holes, like in ase B of mass exhange.
The relation between initial mass of stars, their mass at the end of main-sequene stage, mass of helium
stars produed by them, and mass of the final produts of evolution is plotted in Fig. 1.
We have applied the following assumptions on the harater of mass-exhange proess, based on results
of numerial modeling (Tutukov et al., 1982). If both donor and aretor are main-sequene stars, the donor
has radiative envelope, and mass ratio of omponents q = Ma/Md ≥ 0.8, mass exhange is onservative and
proeeds in the time sale of the nulear evolution of the donor. If 0.5 ≤ q < 0.8, the donor loses mass in
the thermal time sale tth1, but aretion by the main-sequene seondary is limited by the rate M˙th2, that
orresponds to the thermal time sale of the latter. The mass that may be areted by the ompanion is
limited by ∆M = M˙th2tth1. Variation of the separation of omponents a is alulated under assumption
that ∆M is areted onservatively, but the rest of the donor envelope with mass ∆Mt = Mi −Mf −∆M
is lost from the system; the latter proess is desribed by the equation
∆J
J
= γ
∆Mt
Mt
, (5)
where J is angular momentum of the binary, Mt = M1 +M2, γ = 1.5. The validity of Eq. (5) with the
parameter γ = 1.5 is based on the results of reonstrution of the mass-exhange history in observed lose
binaries ontaining white dwarfs and helium subdwarfs (Nelemans et al., 2000; Nelemans & Tout, 2005).
When the mass ratio of omponents q < 0.5 or donor has onvetive envelope extending down to more
than 50% of stellar radius, mass loss ours in dynamial time sale and a ommon envelope is formed.
Variation of omponent's separation is omputed based on the balane of the orbital energy of the binary
and donor envelope binding energy (Tutukov & Yungelson, 1979a):
(Mi +m) (Mi −Mf)
ai
= αce
[
Mf m
af
−
Mi m
ai
]
. (6)
In the Eq. (6) indexes i and f are related to the initial and final mass and separation of omponents, m
is aretor mass, αce is so-alled ommon envelope parameter that desribes the effiieny of deposition
of released energy into ommon envelope. Trial omputations have shown that the best agreement with
observations is obtained for αce = 2, irrespetive to the evolutionary state of the donor.
If aretor is a white dwarf, neutron star or a blak hole, Eq. (6) is always applied.
Nondegenerate single helium stars may be produts of the evolution of lose binaries. We onsider three
hannels for the formation of single helium stars: the merger of two helium white dwarfs or of a helium and
arbon-oxygen white dwarfs and the merger of a helium white dwarf and a nondegenerate helium star. In
the first two ases the merger is a result of the loss of systemi angular momentum via gravitational waves
radiation (GWR). Helium star and a helium white dwarf may merge either due to momentum loss via GWR
or due to the loss of momentum in a ommon envelope that forms after helium exhaustion in the ore of
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Figure 1: Relation between ZAMS mass of stars Mi, their mass at the end of main-sequene stage (solid
urve), mass of helium stars produed by them (dashed urve), and mass of the final produts of evolution:
helium white dwarfs (dot-dashed urve), arbon-oxygen, oxygen-neon white dwarfs, neutron stars, and blak
holes (dotted urve). For stars with Mi . 5M⊙ the upper limit of white dwarf mass attained in ase C of
mass exhange is shown.
nondegenerate star and its expansion (for MHe ≈ (0.8− 2.8)M⊙). If Md/Ma & 2/3, the donor is disrupted
in dynamial time sale and forms, most probably, a disk around its ompanion (Pringle & Webbink, 1975;
Tutukov & Yungelson, 1979b). Aretion in suh systems is not studied as yet, but one may expet that the
rate of aretion from the disk is defined, primarily, by the visosity of the disk matter. The total minimum
mass MminHe for formation of a nondegenerate helium star by the merger of white dwarfs is, essentially, still
a free parameter. It is lear only that it has to exeed the minimum mass of nondegenerate helium stars
∼ 0.3M⊙ (see, for instane, Iben (1990)). We assumed M
min
He = 0.4M⊙. The latter value is in a good
agreement with results of omputations (Iben, 1990; Han et al., 2002), see also disussion in Set. 3. The
lifetime of merger produts of helium white dwarfs or of helium stars and helium dwarfs was also alulated
by means of Eq. (2), though, the latter may somewhat overestimate the lifetime of merger produts as helium
stars (the overestimate is . 20%, depending on the mass of the merger produt, see Eq. (1) in Iben (1990).
For the merger produts of helium and arbon-oxygen dwarfs, their lifetime is defined by ompetition of
two proesses: helium burning in the shell and stellar wind mass loss. We have to note that the merger of
helium dwarfs provides in our model formation of about 90% of single helium stars.
Based on the studies of elipsing, spetrosopi, and visual binaries (Kraiheva et al., 1981; Popova et al.,
1982; Kraiheva et al., 1985; Vereshhagin et al., 1988; Kraiheva et al., 1989), we assumed that all stars are
born in the binaries with orbital separations a ranging from 6(M1/M⊙)
1/3R⊙ to 10
6R⊙. Birthrate funtion
for binaries was taken as (Popova et al., 1982):
dN
dt
= 0.2d(log a)
dM1
M2.51
f(q)dq, (7)
where M1 is the mass of initially more massive omponent of the system, f(q) is the distribution of binaries
over mass ratios of omponents q = M2/M1 normalized to 1. We have assumed that for lose binaries
f(q) = 1. Normalization of funtion (7) assumes that one binary system with M1 ≥ 0.8M⊙ is born annually
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Table 1: Birthrate and number of helium stars.
Type of star Birthrate Total Subsample
per yr number with VHe ≤ 16
Single 0.67× 10−2 0.96× 106 0.64× 104
Main-sequene ompanion 0.21× 10−1 0.13× 107 0.24× 103
He white-dwarf ompanion 0.50× 10−2 0.29× 106 0.18× 104
CO white-dwarf ompanion 0.66× 10−2 0.13× 107 0.64× 104
ONe white-dwarf ompanion 0.80× 10−3 0.31× 105 0.15× 103
Neutron star ompanion 0.19× 10−2 0.31× 105 0.21× 103
Blak hole ompanion 0.14× 10−3 0.96× 104 0.66× 102
Binary helium star 0.34× 10−3 0.61× 104 0.58× 102
in the Galaxy. Aording to (7), about 40% of all binaries are lose. Star formation rate was set onstant
for 13.5 Gyr. Evidently, this assumption does not influene the results, sine the lifetime of even least
massive helium stars does not exeed ∼ 1Gyr.
Our model assumes that all stars are formed in binaries. Aordingly, we did not onsider the possibility
of formation of low-mass helium stars as an outome of evolution of single stars or of the omponents of
wide binaries (see, e. g., D'Cruz et al. (1996)). The authors of the latter study assume that preursors of
helium stars are red giants that lost almost whole hydrogen envelope immediately before helium flash or in
the ourse of the flash. The mehanism of mass loss is unknown and the rate of mass loss is onsidered as a
free parameter. The real rate of binarity of hot subdwarfs is diffiult to determine, sine for usually applied
observational methods seletion effets prelude detetion of binary subdwarfs with orbital periods longer
than 200 to 300 day (Maxted et al., 2001; Napiwotzki et al., 2004a). It is evident that a priori one annot
exlude the possibility of desent of low-mass helium stars from single stars or omponents of wide binaries,
but, as we shall show below, it is quite possible to explain formation of suffiiently large number of single
helium stars by the mergers of helium white dwarfs and/or nondegenerate helium stars.
3 MAIN RESULTS
3.1 General properties of the population of low-mass helium stars
The main aim of our study is the modeling of the ensemble of helium stars and of their distributions over
main parameters that, potentially, an be derived from observations  masses and orbital periods of binaries,
as well as the analysis of the relations between parameters of lose binaries with helium omponents.
As it was noted in Set. 2, helium stars in binaries form as a result of Rohe lobe overflow by stars
that are in the hydrogen-shell burning stage. These stars may be either primary or seondary omponents
of the system. In the first ase the ompanions to the nasent helium stars are main-sequene stars, while in
the seond ase they are white dwarfs, neutron stars or blak holes or, on very rare oasions  also helium
stars.
In the Table we list total birthrate and urrent number of helium stars in the Galaxy, found if assump-
tions desribed in Set. 2 are applied. The dominant onstituents of the population of helium stars are
binaries with ompanions  main-sequene stars and with arbon-oxygen white dwarfs. The number of the
objets of the third main group  single stars  depends on the assumptions on the minimum mass neessary
for He-ignition in the merger produt of two helium white dwarfs: if this ritial mass is redued from
MminHe = 0.4M⊙ to 0.35M⊙, the number of single helium stars inreases by approximately 8%. About 0.8%
of all helium stars have neutron star ompanions. The number of suh binaries may be overestimated by an
order of magnitude (see, e. g., Lipunov et al. (1996); Lipunov et al. (1997); Portegies Zwart & Yungelson
(1998); Lommen et al. (2005)), sine in the present model we do not take into aount the possibility that a
nasent neutron star may get at birth a kik whih may result in disruption of the system (see more detailed
disussion in Paper II).
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Figure 2: Distribution of helium stars over mass in the total sample (a) and in the sample limited by seletion
effets (b). Thik solid line shows helium stars with main-sequene ompanions, thin solid line  stars with
white-dwarf ompanions, dotted line  single helium stars.
Total model Galati birthrate of helium stars is 0.043 yr−1, total number of helium stars is 4 × 106.
The rate of binarity of helium stars is 76%. Sine progenitors of helium stars desend from main-sequene
stars of moderate and high mass, the semi-thikness of the Galati disk for them may be taken equal to
200 p (this agrees with empirial z-sale for helium subdwarfs (Heber, 1986; Downes, 1986; de Boer et al.,
1995); then the volume of the disk omponent of the Galaxy is equal to 2.8× 1011 p3, while spatial density
of helium stars is equal to 1.4× 10−5 p−3. The latter estimate is onsiderably higher than the observational
estimates: 2 × 10−6 p−3 (Heber, 1986), 4 × 10−6 p−3 (Downes, 1986). However, as we shall show further,
a onsiderable fration of low-mass helium stars may be lost in observations due to seletion effets.
In Fig. 2 we show the distribution of helium stars with different ompanions over mass (for the total
population and for the subset limited by seletion effets, see below). In all groups the mass of helium stars
strongly onentrates to the minimum value (≃ 0.4M⊙). The main group of single objets onsists of merger
produts of white dwarfs and white dwarfs and helium stars; very sare single stars with mass from 2.2
to 5.6M⊙ are merger produts of helium stars and helium dwarfs or former ompanions of binaries that
were disrupted by supernovae explosions. In the systems with ompanions  helium dwarfs, the mass of
helium stars is limited by ≃ 0.9M⊙. This maximum orresponds to the ase of ompletely onservative first
mass exhange and totally nononservative seond mass exhange, when Rohe lobe is filled by initially less
massive omponent of the system, i. e., to the following sequene of ombinations of masses of ompanions:
(M1, M2) = (2.8M⊙, 2.8M⊙) → (0.4M⊙, 5.2M⊙) → (0.4M⊙, 0.9M⊙). The upper limit of helium-star
mass in the systems with CO- or ONe-ompanions is related to a similar senario and to the upper limit
to the mass of progenitors of white dwarfs: (M1, M2) = (11.4M⊙, 11.4M⊙) → (1.35M⊙, 21.45M⊙) →
(1.35M⊙, 5.7M⊙). In the latter systems ompanion to the white dwarf explodes in the ourse of further
evolution and disrupts the system.
In Fig. 3b we show the distribution of helium stars over orbital periods. The lower limit of orbital
periods is determined by ondition for the merger of omponents in the ommon envelope. For the systems
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Figure 3: Distribution of helium stars over orbital periods. (a)  observed subdwarfs (L. Morales-Rueda, priv.
omm.), (b)  model sample for total population. Upper thik line shows the summary distribution, thin
solid, upper and lower dashed lines show the input of stars with main-sequene, white-dwarf ompanions and
helium seondaries into total population. ()  distribution over periods in the sample limited by seletion
effets; the meaning of the lines is like in panel (b).
with ompanions  main-sequene stars the upper limit of the periods is the maximum period that an be
attained in the proess of onservative mass exhange. For the systems with white-dwarf ompanions the
upper limit of the periods is determined by redution of orbital separations in the ommon envelopes. There
are systems with Porb ∼ 0.01 day in the model sample. The shortest orbital period of the known observed
systems is P = 0.073 day (PG1017-086). Existene of model systems with shorter orbital periods may be due
to the fat that, in the population synthesis ode in the formal proedure that heks whether the merger of
omponents in the ommon envelope is possible, the radius of a helium star with mass equal to the mass of
the helium ore of the donor is used, while a more realisti proedure has to employ muh larger radius of
7
Figure 4: Distribution of ompanions to helium stars over mass. (a)  total model sample. Thik line 
distribution of main-sequene ompanions, thin line  distribution of white-dwarf ompanions. (b)  model
sample limited by seletion effets; the meaning of the lines is like in panel (b).
the inert helium ore itself. It is also possible that the ommon envelope parameter αce is somewhat larger
than we assume. Another reason may be underestimate of the radii of helium stars that depend on the
mass of hydrogen envelopes. Thus, the shortest orbital period systems shown in Fig. 3 have, probably, to
be lassified as single helium stars. Then their number has to be lower than shown in the Figure, beause
of shorter lifetime of merger produts of helium white dwarfs and helium stars.
The distribution of the ompanions to helium stars over mass is shown in Fig. 4a. Two disontinuities in
the distribution for stars with main-sequene ompanions, ourring lose to 0.3M⊙ and 1.0M⊙, are due to
the loss of mass and angular momentum by main-sequene stars with 0.3 . M/M⊙ . 1.0 via magnetially-
oupled stellar wind. For some systems the lifetime to ontat is suffiiently shorter than the lifetime of
helium stars with mass ∼ 0.4M⊙. The upper limit of the range of mass of stars that produe magneti
stellar wind is still not known for ertain. If this limit is raised to 1.5M⊙, the number of systems with
main-sequene ompanions redues by 10%, the disontinuity shifts to 1.5M⊙ and beomes less pronouned.
The low-mass group of white dwarfs are helium ones, while the group of massive white dwarfs ontains
arbon-oxygen and oxygen-neon white dwarfs. Two groups of white dwarfs overlap on expense of low-mass
(M ≈ 0.35− 0.40M⊙) hybrid CO-dwarfs; preursors of the latter are helium stars of the same mass.
3.2 Seletion effets
In the logTeff − log g diagram helium remnants of stars with thin hydrogen envelopes spend their whole
ore-helium burning time in the region oupied by subdwarfs, sine they have logTeff = 4.4 − 4.5 and
log g = 5.65− 5.90. For omparison with observations, we have onstruted a subset of model helium stars
that is limited by stellar magnitude V = 16, sine the main observational surveys of stars with UV-exess
are limited by stellar magnitude B ≈ 16 (Green et al., 1986), B ≈ 15.3 (Downes, 1986). The survey of
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white dwarfs SPY is limited by B ≈ 16.5; this atalog also ontains a large number of hot subdwarfs
due to the errors of spetral lassifiation in the input atalog. Sine our model is rather primitive and
depends on a number of not very well restrited parameters, we negleted typial for helium subdwarfs
small olor exess B − V = −0.25 ± 0.1 (Heber, 1986; Aznar Cuadrado & Jeffery, 2002; Stark & Wade,
2003; Altmann et al., 2004). For the systems with main-sequene ompanions we applied, as an effet of
observational seletion, the ondition VHe < VMS. Using this rather rigid ondition we get, in essene, the
lower limit for the number of binaries where detetion of ompanion by spetrosopi methods is possible.
The sample limited by stellar magnitude ontains only stars with mass lower than 2M⊙, sine for them
only it appeared possible to onstrut the sale of bolometri orretions for V , using omputations by
Iben & Tutukov (1985). Interstellar absorption was set to 1m. 6/kp (Allen, 1976). For all binaries we have
assumed that for their detetion the semiamplitude of radial veloity has to be Kmin ≥ 30 km/s; this
orresponds to the lower limit of K in known binaries with helium subdwarfs (Morales-Rueda et al., 2003).
At differene to Han et al. (2002, 2003), we did not exlude from onsideration model systems with
spetral type G and K main-sequene ompanions. Han et al. suggested that the objets with Ca II
absorption line K that were rejeted as the andidates to the atalog PG (Green et al., 1986), are, in reality,
helium subdwarfs with F-, G-, and K-type main-sequene ompanions. However, a speial analysis of rejeted
andidates (Wade et al., 2004) have shown that they really are low-metalliity sdF/sdG-subdwarfs, but not
sdB/sdO-subdwarfs.
Sine we were interested in all helium stars, we did not take into aount so alled strip effet 
restrition of the model sample by stars that have log g and logTeff values that are typial for ore-helium
burning model helium stars with thin hydrogen envelopes; in fat, some of the stars that are lassified as
hot subdwarfs are loated outside that strip (see, e. g., Saffer et al. (1994); Lisker et al. (2005)).
The model sample of stars limited by seletion effets ontains 15210 objets (inluding systems with
relativisti ompanions, see the Table). This number omprises ∼ 0.4% of all helium stars. The atalog
PG (Green et al., 1986) that is limited by B . 16 ontains about 700 objets lassified as helium subdwarfs
that are distributed over the area of 10714 sq. deg. This orresponds to the total number of observed stars
of about 2800. Having in mind all unertainties of the model, rather simple aount for seletion effets, and
mislassifiation in the PG atalog, we may onsider the agreement in the numbers of stars in our model
and in the atalog that is within fator ∼ 5 as satisfatory. The most unertain parameters of the model are
threshold mass of the progenitors of helium stars and the minimum mass for helium ignition in the single
merger produts of white dwarfs (that onstitute about a quarter of total sample). Lowering of both these
masses may improve agreement between the model and observations.
Distribution of model helium stars over mass in the sample limited by seletion effets is shown in
Fig. 2b. Redution of the number of stars in the sample as ompared to the total sample is aused, in the
first instane, by redution of the volume of spae in whih these stars might be observed (redution fator
∼ 150− 200). Sine we exlude the systems that have main-sequene stars brighter than their ompanions,
the number of helium stars with main-sequene ompanions further redues by a fator ∼ 20. As a result,
in the sample limited by seletion effets the rate of binarity redues to 58%. Restrition of the sample by
the semiamplitude of radial veloity that is neessary for disovery of binarity pratially does not affet the
number of stars in the sample.
Observational estimates of the binary fration of helium subdwarfs depend on the sample of stars under
study and on the strategy of observations, that determines the effiieny of detetion of binaries. Thus,
Maxted et al. (2001) estimate the binary fration among sdB stars with periods from 0.03 to 10.0 day as
69± 9%; Napiwotzki et al. (2004a) give (42  45)%, depending on assumptions on the real distribution over
periods in the range of 0.03 to 30.0 day and masses of omponents; Saffer et al. (2001) estimate the upper
limit of the fration of single helium stars as 35%. The reasons for the disrepany in the observational
estimates of binary fration among helium subdwarfs may be differenes in the samples of stars that were
studied (they ould belong to the populations with different age and metalliity) and the differenes in the
observational methods. As it has been shown by Han et al. (2003), the fration of binaries dereases with
derease of metalliity; the sample studied by Napiwotzki et al. (2004a), as admit the authors of publiation,
an ontain a signifiant admixture of halo and thik disk stars. The model estimate of the binary fration
of observed helium stars agrees with the range of observational estimates.
Note that redution of ommon envelope parameter αce to 1 results in inrease of mergers in om-
mon envelopes; this redues the fration of binaries among helium stars to 35%, in lear ontradition to
observations.
In the total sample of model helium stars the fration of binaries with main-sequene omponents
is 38%; seletion effets redue the fration of suh systems to 3%; these binaries may have omposite
spetra. The presene of late-type ompanion may be evidened by infrared exess. For instane, aording
to Stark & Wade (2003), the fration of systems with unresolved late-type ompanion among hot subdwarfs
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may be ∼ (30 − 40)%. This is lose to their fration in the total model sample. In some ases a main-
sequene ompanion may be deteted thanks to the refletion effet, aused by the heating by hot radiation
of the subdwarf. But this effet may be notieable only in the most lose systems when ompanion is an
M-type star or a brown dwarf (Maxted et al., 2002). Note however, that for some subdwarfs that have
omposite spetra whih allow to estimate the parameters of ompanions, the masses of the latter appear to
be onfined to (0.8  1.2)M⊙range (Aznar Cuadrado & Jeffery, 2002), i. e. they are lose to the maximum
of distribution in the sample limited by seletion effets (Fig. 4b). The rest of subdwarfs that are lassified
as single ones may be really single or have white-dwarf ompanions.
While the total model population is dominated by helium stars with main-sequene ompanions, in the
seletion effets limited sample systems with white-dwarf ompanions start to dominate. The maximum of
the distribution of helium stars over masses in total limited sample shifts to somewhat higher masses (into
log(M/M⊙) = −0.40÷−0.35 range, see Fig. 2). This improves the agreement with the anonial mass of
subdwarfs of 0.5M⊙.
The distribution of 59 observed sdB/sdO subdwarfs with known orbital periods (Fig. 3a, the data
from L. Morales-Rueda, priv. omm.) varies within fator ∼ 2 within the interval 0.1 ≤ Porb ≤ 10.0 day.
In the model observed sample the number of stars varies within the same fator in the period range
0.3 ≤ Porb ≤ 3.0 day. Relative derease of the number of model systems to short periods is omparable to
the observed one. With inrease of Porb relative to the maximum of distribution, the number of stars in the
model sample delines muh faster than in the observed sample. There are no stars with Porb > 10.0 day in
the latter sample. The last irumstane is possibly related to the fat that some stars whih in our model
form ommon envelopes in the first episode of mass exhange, in reality evolve stably to the longer periods
(for instane, due to the loss of a part of their mass prior to the Rohe lobe overflow or due to stabilization
of mass-exhange via momentum loss (Han et al., 2000). This effet requires a test by omputation of grids
of evolutionary models.
Aumulation of long series of observations will, most probably, result in disovery of new subdwarfs
with long orbital periods. However, it is neessary to have in mind that the effiieny of binarity detetion
delines with inrease of Porb: it exeeds 80% at Porb ≤ 10.0 day, dereases to 50% at Porb ∼ 20.0 −
30.0 day (Maxted et al., 2001; Napiwotzki et al., 2004a), and then rapidly delines to 0. One would expet
that observations with high spetral resolution would result in detetion of subdwarfs with relatively long
orbital periods. But, for instane, among nine stars deteted in SPY survey, seven have P . 1.0 day, but
only two  Porb = 5.87 and 7.45 day (Napiwotzki et al., 2004a).
3.3 Relations between parameters of binaries with nondegenerate helium om-
ponents
In Fig. 5 we show the number distributions of binaries with helium omponents and different ompanions
in the seletion limited model sample in the logarithm of the orbital period logPorb  logarithm of helium
star mass logMHe diagram. As we noted before, after taking observational seletion into aount, among
observed helium-star binaries dominate the systems with ompanions  white dwarfs (∼ 90%). In these
binaries the masses of helium stars have to be onfined between minimum mass of 0.35M⊙ and 0.5M⊙. In
sare systems with main-sequene omponents somewhat more massive helium stars may be observed, with
masses up to (0.8  1.0)M⊙.
Distributions of systems with different white dwarfs over periods differ: at P . 1.0 day it is more
probable to expet the presene of a helium white dwarf than that of a arbon-oxygen or an oxygen-neon
one. Despite we know from observations only minima of the masses of white dwarf ompanions to helium
stars, let note that only in 4 out of 12 known sdB+WD systems with Porb ≤ 1.0 day we may exlude the
presene of helium white dwarfs (MminWD ≥ 0.4M⊙). In two known systems with Porb > 1.0 day white dwarfs
have to belong to arbon-oxygen/oxygen-neon family (see Table 5 in (Morales-Rueda et al., 2003)).
In Fig. 6 we show, for the same model sample limited by seletion effets, the distributions of systems
with helium stars and main-sequene or white-dwarf ompanions in the logarithm of the orbital period
logPorb  logarithm of ompanion mass logM2 diagram. We plot in the Figure the masses of ompanions
to helium stars known from observations, as well as the estimates of the lower limits to the masses of
ompanions, if only mass funtion fm is known:
fm =
M32 sin
3 i
(M1 +M2)2
=
PorbK
3
1
2piG
.
We use the data on mass, semiamplitude of radial veloity (K1) and orbital period for 52 objets listed
in (Morales-Rueda et al., 2003; Napiwotzki et al., 2004a) and unpublished data provided to us by L. Morales-
Rueda. For the estimate of Mmin2 we assumed that MHe=0.5M⊙, sin i = 1. Assumption of MHe = 0.35M⊙
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Figure 5: Relations between orbital periods and masses of helium stars  omponents of binary systems that
have seondaries of different types. The sample limited by seletion effets is shown. Five grades of gray-
sale show the regions where the number density of systems is within 1/2 of the maximum of
∂2N
∂logP∂logM , or
is onfined to the ranges of 1/4  1/2, 1/8  1/4, 1/16  1/8, and 0  1/16 of the maximum. Eah panel is
saled separately. In the blank regions of the diagram systems with white dwarfs are absent. In the panels
for binaries with white-dwarf ompanions, the systems that have at birth orbital periods shorter than those
marked by the left dotted line merge in the lifetime of helium stars. Systems that have periods at birth
shorter than the ones marked by right dotted line merge in less than Hubble time.
only weakly influenes loation of stars in Fig. 6. Variation of orbital inlination from 90
◦
to the most
probable one ∼ 60◦ inreasesM2 by a fator lose to 2. In order to shift all observed objets in Fig. 6 in the
region populated by model systems, it is neessary, as a rule, to assign to observed systems quite probable
orbital inlination angles of 20
◦
 30
◦
.
Several binary sdB stars with M-type ompanions were disovered due to the elipses or refletion effet
in the most lose systems with P . 0.25 day. As we noted above, ompanions with mass of 1± 0.2M⊙ are
suspeted in some systems with omposite spetra, but among systems with known orbital periods they are
absent.
Sine the number of model stars with white-dwarf omponents is by a fator lose to 200 higher than the
number of systems with main-sequene ompanions, one may expet that the overwhelming majority of the
new identified and disovered ompanions to helium subdwarfs will be arbon-oxygen or helium white dwarfs.
As we mentioned above, the defiit of long-period model binaries may be related to the underestimate of the
fration of binaries with the stable first mass exhange.
In the subsample of helium stars limited by observational seletion, about 30% of stars are single. The
mass spetrum of these stars is slightly shifted to larger periods, as ompared to the spetrum of binary
subdwarfs (Fig. 2). These stars may be probably related to the sdÂ/sdO subdwarfs that have atmospheres
enrihed in He and that are slightly hotter than sdB subdwarfs with hydrogen-rih atmospheres. Loation
of these stars in the logTeff− log g diagram is more similar to the traks of merger produts of helium dwarfs
than to the traks of single low-mass stars with helium ores and thin hydrogen envelopes (Ahmad & Jeffery,
2003). Let note, that the only sample of 23 sdO-stars that was systematially explored for binarity, on-
tains only one binary star (Napiwotzki et al., 2004a)! Speial study of binarity detetion probability by
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Figure 6: Relation between orbital periods of binaries and masses of ompanions to helium stars  main-
sequene stars and white dwarfs. The gray-sale is similar to that in Fig. 5. In the upper panel triangles
show known masses of main-sequene ompanions or their lower limits, in the lower panel triangles show
masses or lower limits to mass of known white-dwarf ompanions. In both panels the rosses show lower
limits to the mass of unknown type ompanions.
Napiwotzki et al. (2004a) have shown, that the binary fration in this sample is really lose to only 5%.
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3.4 Final stages of the evolution of lose binary stars with low-mass helium
omponents
As we noted above, in the losest systems with helium omponents the latter may fill their Rohe-lobes
before helium exhaustion in their ore, beause of the loss of systemi angular momentum via gravitational
wave radiation. Respetive limits of orbital periods are plotted in Fig. 5 for the typial mass of white dwarfs
MHe = 0.2M⊙, MCO = 0.6M⊙, MONe = 1.3M⊙. If onditions for stable mass loss are fulfilled, AM CVn
systems arise (Tutukov & Yungelson, 1996; Nelemans et al., 2001). The birthrate of suh systems in our
model is ≃ 5 × 10−4 yr−1. Rather similar estimate (≃ 3 × 10−4 yr−1) was obtained in Nelemans et al.
(2004) for somewhat different assumptions on star formation history and stellar evolution, but with the
same Eq. (5) for desription of mass exhange in the systems of main-sequene stars with omparable
masses of omponents. Evolution of AM CVn stars and their observed features are onsidered in detail
by Tutukov & Yungelson (1996); Nelemans et al. (2001); Nelemans et al. (2004). If onditions for stable
mass exhange are not fulfilled, the merger of helium stars with arbon-oxygen or oxygen-neon white dwarfs
possibly results in formation of R CrB stars (Iben et al., 1996).
After helium exhaustion in their ores, helium stars with mass . 0.8M⊙ turn into arbon-oxygen or
oxygen-neon white dwarfs of the same mass almost without any expansion. In this way lose binary white
dwarfs are formed (another senario leads to formation of lose binary white dwarfs through ase C of mass
exhange). If binary white dwarfs have short enough orbital periods, they may merge due to the angular
momentum loss via radiation of gravitational waves in less than Hubble time. Respetive limiting periods
are shown in Fig. 5. Currently (Marh 2005) the data on orbital periods of 19 lose binary white dwarfs is
published. Six of these systems (see, e. g., Napiwotzki et al. (2004b) and Table 11 in Morales-Rueda et al.
(2005)) have periods short enough for merger in Hubble time and one of these systems has total mass larger
than the Chandrasekhar one. If both of omponents of this system are arbon-oxygen white dwarfs, it may
our to be a preursor of type Ia supernova (Tutukov & Yungelson, 1981; Iben & Tutukov, 1984; Webbink,
1984). The merger of arbon-oxygen and helium white dwarfs, most probably, results not in SN Ia, but in
helium Novae (Ergma et al., 2001; Yoon & Langer, 2004) or in formation of R CrB stars (Iben et al., 1996).
Note, that our model predits the rate of merger of arbon-oxygen white dwarfs with super-Chandrasekhar
total mass equal to 0.0013 per yr, slightly lower than the predition for the Galati rate of SN Ia equal to
νSNIa = (0.004 ± 0.002) per yr (Cappellaro et al., 1999; Cappellaro, 2001) (based on the assumption that
Milky Way has νSNIa equal to the average one for the galaxies of the same morphologial type Sb-Sb and
blue luminosity LB = 2.3 × 10
10LB,⊙). Theoretial and observational estimates of νSNIa may be brought
to a better agreement by redution of αce in Eq. (6) (Tutukov & Yungelson, 2002). Of ourse, it is quite
possible that the merger of white dwarfs is not the only mehanism for SNe Ia (see, e. g., Yungelson (2005));
the numerial relation between different senarios of evolution that may potentially lead to SNe Ia is still
a funtion of numerous parameters of the population synthesis. Note however, that our trial omputations
have shown that redution of αce shifts the maximum of the distribution of double helium stars to too low,
as ompared to observations, orbital periods (Fig. 3). The situation will beome more lear when suffiient
data on lose binary helium stars and white dwarfs will be aumulated.
4 Conlusion
We have modeled population of low-mass helium stars in the Galaxy under assumption that all of them are
formed in lose binary stars. We got estimates of their birthrate  0.043 yr−1, total number  4×106, and bina-
ry fration  76%. These estimates are in a good agreement with our analytial estimates (Tutukov & Yungelson,
1990) and with estimates by Han et al. (2003) that are also obtained by means of population synthesis.
Low-mass helium stars are identified with observed sdB/sdO subdwarfs. The study of observational
seletion effets shows that the dominant fator in the formation of the observed ensemble of sdB/sdO stars
is the fat that observed samples are limited by relatively bright stellar magnitude (V . 16).The number
of helium stars with main-sequene ompanions available for observations is additionally limited by the
irumstane that majority of subdwarfs are by far brighter than their ompanions. All this redues the
binarity rate in the model observed sample to 58%; the latter value agrees with observations. Aording
to our omputations, in the observed population of binary helium subdwarfs overwhelming majority of
ompanions to helium stars are arbon-oxygen or helium white dwarfs.
In our model, single low-mass helium stars are, predominantly, merger produts of helium white dwarfs.
Sine merge mainly low-mass dwarfs, single helium subdwarfs have masses lose to those of omponents
of binaries. It is possible, that a fration of merger produts may be identified with sdO subdwarfs that,
aording to existing rather sare data, have a very low binarity rate.
It is assumed in our model that all stars are formed in binaries, but despite this we are able to explain,
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quite naturally, the formation of helium stars by the evolution in lose binaries. As well, we an explain
the binarity rate of low-mass helium stars. On the other hand, Saffer et al. (2001), based on observations of
radial veloities of subdwarfs, separate them into three groups. In the spetra of stars belonging to the first
group the features of ompanions are absent and radial veloities of these stars are virtually onstant. In
the spetra of stars in the seond group the features of ompanions are also absent, but variability of radial
veloities indiates orbital periods ∼ 1.0 day. In the spetra of the third group stars the features of old
ompanions are present. The perentage of stars belonging to these three groups is 35, 45, and 20%. The
following phenomenologial interpretation is suggested (Saffer et al., 2001; Green et al., 2001). The stars of
the first group are intrinsially single objets that lost a part of their mass not long before helium ignition
in their ores (see senario suggested by D'Cruz et al. (1996)). The stars in the seond group are binaries
that passed through the ommon envelope and have invisible ompanions  M-type stars or white dwarfs.
In the third group there are stars that passed through the stage of stable mass exhange in the red giants
stage. If the model suggested by Saffer et al. (2001); Green et al. (2001) will get additional onfirmation,
for instane, distributions of stars over orbital periods will be found, ompanion masses will be estimated,
seletion effets that define the ratio between different groups of stars will be established, then our model
for the population of low-mass helium stars and the analysis of seletion effets that form observed sample
of stars would require ertain revision.
The authors a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